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The Fletcher Forum of World Affairs aims toprovide a broad, interdisciplinary plat-
formfor ideas and opinions in international affairs. While we do not expect readers to
agree with all ofthe opinions expressed in these pages, we do hope that readers expect, and
value, thepublication ofdivergent and often conflicting viewpoints. This diversity stands
behind the very definition ofa 'forum, "i.e. apublic meetingplace for open discussion.

Although the editorial board is responsible for the selection of articles, the opinions ex-
pressed here are solely those ofauthors and do not reflect in any way the opinion of The
Fletcher Forum or The Fletcher School ofLaw and Diplomacy.

Corrections

It is with regret that The Forum editors inform readers of an error in Volume 31: 1
of The Fletcher Forum of World Affairs, published in January 2007. In both the
Table of Contents and in Steven Ward's review of Stanley Hoffmann's book Chaos
and Violence, The Forum misspelled the author's last name, using only one "n".
We extend our sincere apologies to Professor Hoffmann. We continue to strive to
ensure that every issue of The Forum maintains the highest editorial standards.

In "The Rise of India and the India-Pakistan Conflict" (Volume 31:1, Winter,
2007) Manjeet S. Perdesi and Sumit Ganguly wrote that Pakistan "embarked"
on its nuclear weapons program after India's first nuclear test in 1974 (page 137).
Pakistan's nuclear program was in fact initiated under the leadership of Zulfiquar
Ali Bhutto after Pakistan's defeat in the 1971 war. Pakistan embarked on its nu-
clear quest to compensate for its conventional military inferiority vis-a-vis India.
The Indian nuclear test of 1974 then led the Pakistanis to ramp up their program.
The authors regret their error.
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